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Initiating a faith conversation with a non-Christian client can be intimidating. Our primary responsibility is to serve
our clients with excellent financial advising, but faith-based interaction has eternal significance as well. We need to
balance our professional advice with our concern for clients’ wellbeing and ultimate destiny. Today, Kingdom Advisors
studies the natural ways we can integrate our faith into interactions with clients who have not yet embraced belief in
Jesus.

Why Is It So Challenging?

• We may not have integrated faith into our advising from the beginning.
• We want to bring it up in a natural, unforced way.
• Many of us work for secular firms.
• We don’t know our clients’ experience with faith/religion.
• We don’t know how the client will react.

What Faithfulness and Obedience Look Like

Based on the examples of Jesus and the apostles in Acts.
Goal: A systematized template to use with every non-Christian client that can be tailored to each client and that
meets them exactly where they are spiritually. It should be easy to remember, easy to use, and easily repeatable.

Misconceptions About Integrating Faith into Practice
Misconception #1
Integrating my faith into my practice means I must share the gospel with every client.
• Jesus didn’t share the gospel in every interaction.
• Evangelistic opportunity example–Rich young ruler: Jesus engaged him at the point where he was at that time and
didn’t explain more.
• Sometimes your role is simply to till the rocky soil. Sometimes your role is to plant the initial seed of God’s Word.
Sometimes it is to water the seed that someone else planted. Sometimes your role is to directly share the gospel.
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Misconception #2
Integrating my faith into my practice means I must share my personal testimony with every client.
• The Apostle Paul used this model only twice (defending himself in court both times).
• This model is effective:
			 - When your client is in the same place you were at that time
			 - When your client is struggling with some of the same issues you were
• Examples of when this model is not effective:
			 - When the client’s situation is greatly dissimilar to yours
			 - When your client has had a negative church experience
			 - When a client has experienced tragedy
			 - When your client is not sure God exists
Sharing one’s testimony is not the primary way to start a faith conversation.

Misconception #3
Integrating my faith into my practice means I must spend more time on spiritual issues in client meetings than on
financial issues.
• This is unreasonable because our clients are paying us for financial advice. Our employers have hired us to give
financial advice.
• The most effective way to build a relationship of trust that is likely to invite spiritual discussion is to be an
excellent and highly competent financial advisor. Spiritual discussion is much more natural when there is a
strong personal relationship already in place.
• If you place this burden on yourself, the best case scenario is that you’ll force awkward and uncomfortable
conversations on yourself and your client. Worst case scenario, you’ll avoid faith discussions altogether. This is
where most of us fall.
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The Spiritual Continuum
The people engaged by Jesus and the apostles were at vastly different places in their spiritual journeys and their
attitudes toward God. The way Jesus and the apostles engaged these people depended on where they were on the
spiritual continuum at the time.

Judas – John 6:70-71
Matthew – Mark 2:13-14
Matthew 9:9

Peter – John 1:41-42

Mark 1:16-18

Philip – John 1:43-45
Andrew – John 1:35-42
Nathanael – John 1:45-49

Spiritual
Disinterest

Spiritual
Interest

Conversion

Spiritual
Growth

Spiritual
Maturity
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Clients Before Conversion

Spiritual Disinterest

Spiritual Interest

Conversion

Spiritual Disinterest

Movement is from the most extreme (hostility) to ridicule to apathy.

Spiritual Interest

Progression is from general interest in spirituality to belief in God to a desire for the truth. At this point, the client
could be asking serious questions about God, the Bible, sin, and judgment. Now is the time to share the gospel. It’s
obvious when the client is at this stage.
Our objective is to guide our non-Christian clients along the continuum, meeting them where they are and leading
them forward, one step at a time.

Incarnational Ministry

We can’t expect our clients to jump to where we are on the spiritual continuum, but we can join them where they are
and walk alongside them, guiding them along toward Jesus. Conversion is not the only “win” or success in witnessing.
One step closer along the continuum is a victory.
	Keep reminding yourself: my goal in this meeting is to help my client move just one step along the spiritual
continuum.
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Discussion Questions
1.

Which of the three misconceptions regarding the integration of faith into practice resonates with you?

2. Think of a client family who might be on the Spiritual Disinterest end of the continuum. Without disclosing
personally identifying information, share what leads you to believe that’s where they are.
3. Jim Wise said that conversion is not the only win in witnessing. What’s your reaction to that statement?

Personal Reflection
1.

Am I ready to actively integrate my faith into my practice?

2. Where are my key clients on the spiritual continuum?
3. How should I begin or continue praying for them?

This Month’s Focus
Client Engagement
Approaching faith conversations with our clients can be daunting when we aren’t sure where they are spiritually. It
can be even more intimidating when we know they aren’t believers in Jesus. How do we share our faith in a way that is
natural and not forced? In October, Kingdom Advisors launches a two-part series on overcoming misconceptions and
implementing proven, practical ways to integrate faith into client financial discussions.
Member Tools and Resources
Discipleship on the Spiritual Continuum
This one-page tool is a quick reference to guide you as you encourage clients in their spiritual progression from unbelief
toward faith.
If you would like to become a member of Kingdom Advisors, please see your Study Group leader for an application. For
more information about Kingdom Advisors, please visit www.kingdomadvisors.com.

Monthly Focus Resources Available at: kingdomadvisors.com/members
Join us for Part 2 in our November 2020 Study Group
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